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Department of Mathematics, Osaka University

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHODA, M. J. A., March 12, 1975)

1o Introduction. This paper is concerned with groups which act
freely on closed manifolds." Two theorems will be proved as applica-
tion of theorems in [6].

For any odd. integer r, let P"(48r) denote the group with generators
X, Y, Z, A and relations

X2= y2=z2=(XY)2, A3"=1,
ZXZ-I= YX, ZYZ-I= Y-, AXA-= Y,
AYA-=Xy, ZAZ-=A-.

J. Milnor [5] asks if the group P"(48r) can act freely on the 3-sphere.
We shall prove

Theorem 1. If r> 1, the group P"(48r) can not act freely on any
closed manifold M having the mod 2 homology of the (8t/3)-sphere
(>=o).

We note that the assertion of Theorem 1 is stated in Corollary 4.17
of [4] whose proof is not correct if r is a power of 3. (See also [6].)

F.B. Fuller [3] proves the ollowing Let X be a compact polyhedron
such that the Euler characteristic is not zero, and let h" X--X be a
homeomorphism. Then the iterate h or some i1 has a fixed point.
This shows that if G is a group aeting freely on X then any element
of G has finite order. By proving a theorem similar to the Fuller
theorem, we shall, show

Theorem 2. Let M be a (2n+ 1)-dimensional closed manifold such
that the rood 2 semichracteristic (M; Z) is not zero, and let G be a
group acting freely on M. Then, for any T e G of order 2 and for any
S e G, the commutator [S, T] has finite order.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. It follows that the subgroup in P"(48r)
generated by {X, Y} is the quaternion group Q(8) o order 8 and it is a
normal subgroup. We see also that the quotient group P"(48r)/Q(8)
is generated by the eoset T=[Z] and S--[A] with relations T=(TS)
--S-- 1, and hence it is the dihedral group D(6r) of order 6r.

Suppose we have a free action of P"(48r) on M. Let N=M/Q(8)
denote the quotient manifold of M under the action of Q(8). Then there
is a natural ree action of D(6r) on N. Since the homology group

1) In this paper we work in the topological category.
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H(M Z) is trivial if 0 < q<8+ 3, it follows that H(N; Z) is isomor-
phic with the homology group Hq(Q(8) Z2) of the group Q(8) if q< 8t + 3.
Therefore it holds that

Hq(N Z2)__
cZzz.z

i 0__< q__< 8t + 3 (see [2], p. 254).
space H,(N;Z) is 2 modulo 4.- Hq(Q(8) Z) (0 <= q <= 8t + 3),

if q 0 or 3 mod 4,
if q_--i or 2mod 4

Thus the dimension of the vector
Under the isomorphism Hq(N;Z)

the homomorphism S.’Hq(N;Z)
---Hq(N;Z) corresponds to the homomorphism a,’Hq(Q(8);Z)
-Hq(Q(8); Z2), where a" Q(8)Q(8) is a homomorphism given by
a(U)=AUA -1 (U e Q(8)). Since A3XA-3=X and A3YA-=Y, we have
S =id. Thus it follows from iii) of Theorem (6.1) in [6]) that

ST TS, i.e. TST-=S.
On the other hand, since T=(TS) we have TST-=S-. Con-

sequently S-I. Since S*=I with odd r, we get S=I. This con-
tradicts that r 1, and completes the proof.

:. Lefschetz numbers of the iterates of an automorphism. The
following proposition is proved in [1] more generally.

Proposition 1. Let K be a field, and let E={Eq}q_o be a graded
vector space over K such that the dimension of E is finite. Assume
that the Euler characteristic z(E)-, (--1)q dim Eq taken as an ele-

merit of K is not zero. Then, for any automorphism ={q}q>-0" EE
of degree O, there is a positive integer i such that the Lefschetz number

L(*) (--1)q tr e K
q

is not zero.
Proof. We denote by K[[x]] the ring consisting of all the formal

power series s(x)=a,x (a, eK). For an invertible element
i=O

s(x) e K[[x]], let D(s(x)) e K[[x]] denote the logarithmic derivative
s’(x)s(x)-. For an element s(x) e K[[x]] of the form

s(x)=(_oax)(=obX)-I (b0, b :/: 0),

we define the conjugate s*(x)e K[[x]] by

Let Wq(X) denote the characteristic polynomial of the automorphism
Cq" Eq-Eq. Since wq(x) is invertible in K[[x]], we put

w(x)=(]- wq(x))(1-] Wq+(x))- e K[[x]].

We put also

2) The. theorems in [6] are proved for smooth group actions on smooth mani-
folds. However it can be proved that they hold for topological group actions on
topological manifolds.
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L(x) , L()x e K[[x]].
i=O

Then, working on the algebraic closure of K, it can be proved by com-
putation that
(3.1) Lt(x) is the conjugate of D(w(x))
(see Theorem 1 of [1]). This shows that L(x)admits a representation
of the orm

L(x) -u(x)v(x) -1,
where u(x) and v(x) are relatively prime polynomials with deg u(x)

deg v(x) i u(x)=O. Since z(E):/=0, we have deg v(x)0. Therefore
L()0 for some i_>_ 1, and the proof is completed.

4. /:(f, g; K). Let K be a fixed field. Let M, M. be K-oriented
closed manifolds having the same dimension m. For continuous maps
f, g" M-oM., we consider the induced homomorphism f*" H*(M. ;K)
-H*(M1 ;K) and the Gysin homomorphism gt" H*(M1 ;K)H*(M2 ;K)
for cohomology. An element L(f, g; K) e K given by

L(f, g K)----- (-- 1)q tr (g:f*lHq(M2 K))
q=O

is called the Lefschetz number of (f, g) (see [7]). If M-M--M, the
number L(f id K) is

L(f g)-- (-1)q tr (f* Hq(M K)),
q=O

the usual Lefschetz number of f.
If m--2n+ 1, we consider also an element/(f, g; K) e K given by

/(f, g; K)= , (--1)q tr (gf*lHq(M K)).
q=O

If MI=M--M we write (f K) for f(f, id;K)"
/(f; K)= , (--1)q tr (f*lHq(M; K)).

q=O

We note that

f(id; Z)= (--1)q dim Hq(M; Z2) mod 2
q=O

is the mod 2 semicharacteristic 2(M; Z0 of M.
It is easily seen that

tr (g,.f* Hn/-q(M2 K))--tr (fg* Hq(M2 K)).
Therefore the following relation holds"

(4.1) f(f g; g)--.(g, f; g)-----L(f g; K).
In particular, /(f, g; K)=/(g, f K) if and only if L(f, g; K)--O.

A simple computation gives
Proposition 2. Let {, , cry} and {cr o’ o’, ., )be homoge-

neous bases for the vector spaces Hq(M K) and H +-(M K)
q=O =O

such that ,[M]-. Then we have
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/(f, g; K)-- (--1)"’<(f*a)(g*a), [M]>.
i=l

Here [M] denotes the fundamental class of M.
The following corollaries are immediate.

Corollary 1. Let Mo be a K-oriented closed manifold of dimension
2n/ l, and let h MoM be a continuous map. Then we have

(fh, gh K)- (deg h)(f g; g).

Corollary 2. Let T M--.M (i-- 1, 2) be an orientation preserving
involution, and f MM. be a continuous map. Then we have

f(fT, T.f g)=.(Tf fT g).

5. Proof of Theorem 2. For i-1, 2, let M be a (2n+ 1)-dimen-
sional closed manifold on which a free involution T is given. For a
continuous map f: MM, the author defined in [6] a number ;(f) e Z
called the equivariant Lefschetz number of f. It follows rom Proposi-
tion 2 and its corollaries that

(f)--.(fT, Tf Z)----.(Tf fT Z)
and if f is a homeomorphism

(f) f(fTf-T; Z) l(TfTf- Z).
Thus, by Theorem 5.3 of [6]) we have

Proposition :. If f" M--M is a continuous map such that
f(fT, Tf Z) O, the map fT and Tf has a coincidence. In particular,

if f" MM is a homeomorphism such that f(fTff-T;; Z)=/=O, the
homeomorphism fTf-T; has a fixed point.

We shall now prove the following theorem from which Theorem 2
ollows immediately.

Theorem :. Let M be a (2n+ 1)-dimensional closed manifold, and
T" MM be a free involution. Let h" MM be a homeomorphism.
Then, if the mod 2 semicharacteristic 2(M; Z) is not zero, there is a
positive integer i such that (hTh-T-): MM has a fixed point.

Proof. Define a graded vector space E--Eq)qo over Z by

Eq sq(M Z) if 0

_
q

_
n,

(0 if qn.
Put g=hTh-T-: M---,M. Then g*:H*(M;Z)---H*(M;Z) defines an
automorphism :EE of degree 0. We have z(E)=(M;Z)=/:O.
Therefore, in virtue of Proposition 1, there is a positive integer i such
that L()--/(g Z):/:0. We have g..-=fTf-T-, where f--g(-)/h for
odd i and f=g/T for even i. Therefore it follows from Proposition
3 that g has a fixed point. This completes the proof.

3) See the footnote 2).
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